[Importance of abnormal fetal presentation of twins during labor and delivery].
Utilizing the 18 year material of two institutions, the author investigated the effect of fetal lie and presentation on the labor and delivery process. Out of 541 pairs of twins, in 299 instances (55.27%) at least one of the fetuses occupied a transverse lie or presented by the breech. In the remaining 242 pairs (44.73%), both fetuses presented by the vertex. In association with premature labor, out of 239 sets of twins, in 134 instances (56.07%), the presentation of at least one of the twins was abnormal. The same phenomenon occurred in 165 out of 302 pairs (54.63%) when labor set in at term. The percentual frequency of abnormal presentations appeared to be positively related to maternal age and parity. In connection with abnormal presentations, there was an increase in the rate of cesarean sections (38.13% versus 13.21%) and that of low Apgar scores (18.18% versus 9.3%), as compared to those cases where both fetuses presented by the vertex. Of all cases of perinatal mortality, 57.76% involved twin pairs with abnormal presentation versus 42.24% for cases where both fetuses presented by the vertex.